
Catwalk Craze

It's your chance to put on a catwalk show. You'll need a selection of clothing

available, scarves, hats, gloves, sun hat, glasses, shorts, tops, party clothes,

school jumper, rainbow wear. etc.

For each of the following situations, pop on an outfit that's suitable. for

example, you wouldn't wear shorts if you were going skiing. You'd want warm

clothes and long trousers.

- School

- Rainbows

- Camping

- Party

- Beach holiday

18 november 2020

It's time for our second Skills Builder of the term. This time we're

working on Live Smart 1.

send us a

picture of you

completing this

Marvellous Money

1) Using coins, can you make rubbings of the different coins.

2) Can you put them in order, starting with the one worth the smallest amount of money

to the biggest.

3) It's time to go shopping; using your coins, can you work out which coins you need to

use to buy the following. You could always set up your own little shop for this activity.



Feeling Fruity

Using a sharp knife (and an adult's help) can you prepare a fruit salad?

25 november 2020

It's time for our second Skills Builder of the term. This time we're

working on Live Smart 1.

send us a

picture of you

completing thisSafety Superheroes

You can either transform your house into a series of roads, or

you could go out for a walk. 

either way, you will need to walk around, you are going to be a

safety superhero, looking for thinks that need to be changed to

make them safer. This could be from putting in some traffic

lights or a crossing to help you cross the road, or it could be

something in your house that could be a little dangerous?
List three things you

would change:

1)

2)

3)

Stick it! Fix it!

For this activity you'll need a cardboard box and a plastic

bottle, both need to have a rip or hole in them. You will

also need a variety of things to try and fix them with.

This last activity needs you to try and fix the holes in the

box and bottle. What will you use to fix them?

Once you have had a go, fill up the bottle and box. Do

they still work? Or do you need to try something else.

I fixed the bottle

with...............................

I fixed the box

with..................................


